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Problem Setting

■ Algorithms and Data Structures course: 250 students (125 groups)

■ Each pair of students completes 10 laboratory exercises in Java

■ Example: implement insert in a binary search tree

■ In total we have around 1250 solutions to correct

■ How can we correct and grade exercises efficiently?
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Current Optimal Solution

■ One very capable teacher corrects all exercises by hand

■ But what happens if that teacher leaves the course?

(all other teachers are very afraid. . . )

■ This paper provides a semi-automatic correction facility
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■ Functional correctness (bugs)

■ Computational complexity –

is the implementation of the sorting algorithm really O(n2)?

■ Code complexity –

is the program code elegant and short, does it use permitted constructs?

■ Is the code copied?

In this paper we only address functional correctness (how to find bugs)
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Approach

■ Student code is written in Java

■ We could use JUnit to write unit tests

■ Except it is tedious and quite error prone (testing all corner cases)

■ Instead we use QuickCheck – a property based random testing tool to

find errors, rank students, and demonstrate errors to students

■ QuickCheck permits us to write more abstract test properties such as

?FORALL(X,int(),

?FORALL(Y,int(),

X+Y == Y+X

))

■ From this description QuickCheck generates, randomly, pairs of integers

X and Y, and checks for each pair that Erlang addition is commutative.



Which QuickCheck?

■ There are QuickCheck like tools for many languages, including Java and

Scala

■ We prefer to write test properties in a functional programming language.

We use Quviq QuickCheck which is based around the Erlang functional

programming language
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Tasks

Thus there are two tasks:

1. Conveniently calling Java code from Erlang, and check results of calls:

the JavaErlang library

2. A methodology for how to write test properties for Java programs in

Quviq QuickCheck



JavaErlang library: design goals

■ Enable Java objects to be constructed given a class name

(and provide access to other class static methods and attributes)

■ Given a Java object, enable Erlang to call all its public methods

(and provide access to object attributes)

■ Writing Java code should not be needed

■ Permit calling Java from the Erlang command shell

■ Permit communication of Java object references to/from Erlang

The library can be downloaded at

git://github.com/fredlund/JavaErlang.git

git://github.com/fredlund/JavaErlang.git
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Demo

■ Starting Java:

> {ok,N} = java:start_node().

■ Creating a Java HashSet:

> HS = java:new(N,’java.util.HashSet’,[]).

■ Interacting with the Hashset:

> java:call(HS,add,[1]).

true

> java:call(HS,add,[1]).

false

> java:call(HS,add,[2]).

true

> java:call(HS,contains,[0]).

false

> java:call(HS,contains,[1]).

true



Implementation Details and Limitations

■ Uses Java reflection

■ Keeps maps between real Java references and Erlang terms encoding

such references, e.g. {object, 100, 2}.

■ The library is multi-threaded – one Java thread generally corresponds to

one Erlang process

■ White-box testing: only public methods and attributes are accessible

■ Prevents automatic garbage collection for Java objects communicated to

Erlang. Java cannot know when Erlang no longer refers to an object.

■ Calling Java from Erlang is a bit slow

■ No support for implementing a Java class using Erlang



A methodology for checking Java using QuickCheck

■ Let us test the Java built-in java.util.HashSet class

■ Reduced API:

HashSet() constructs a HashSet

add(E e) adds an object e to the set

contains(Object e) does the set contain e?
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QuickCheck and Java: test cases

■ A test case is a sequence of calls to Java objects (and constructors):

s = new HashSet();

s.add(1);

s.add(3);

s.add(1);

s.contains(1);

s.contains(4);

■ Java calls in Java:

s.add(1)

Java calls using JavaErlang:

java:call(s,add,[1])

Using QuickCheck we should generate “symbolic calls”:

{call,java,call,[s,add,[1]]}

■ How can we generate such test sequences of symbolic calls using

QuickCheck, and how can we decide whether they fail or not?
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QuickCheck

■ Java programs are almost always stateful, thus we use the eqc statem

QuickCheck state machine library to write test specifications

■ To use eqc statem we need to define two state machines:

◆ a state machine to generate a test case

◆ a state machine to check whether the execution of a generated test

case fails or succeeds

■ We keep a state machine during test case generation to forbid

nonsensical test cases: (s.add(1); s = HashSet();)

■ We keep a state machine during test case execution to determine whether

a Java call returns the correct value based on previous calls:

(s = HashSet(); s.add(1); s.contains(1); )

■ Compare with model based testing
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Test Case Generation

■ Test generation uses a state to remember created HashSets:

State : HashSet → . . .

■ A test generation state represented in Erlang is a list of tuples:

[{HashSet1, . . .}, . . ., {HashSetn,. . .}]

■ Given a test generation state State, the command function, which is

called by QuickCheck, should generate a new symbolic Java call:

command(State) ->

eqc_gen:oneof

([{call,java,new,[’java.util.HashSet’,[]]}] ++

[{call,java,call,[Set,add,[int()]]} ||

{Set,_} <- State] ++

[{call,java,call,[Set,contains,[int()]]} ||

{Set,_} <- State]).

This generates, randomly, either a new hashset, or adds a random integer

to an existing hashset, or checks whether a random integer is in an

existing hashset.



Updating the Test Generation State

Given a test generation state State, and a new Java call Call whose result

is bound to Var, the next_state function which is called by QuickCheck

during test case generation, should return a new state:

next_state(State,Var,Call) ->

case Call of

{java,call,new,_} ->

[{Var,sets:new()}|State];

_ ->

State

end.



Test Case Generation

Once we have defined the functions command and next_state

QuickCheck can automatically generate random but sensible test sequences:

Sequence (1):

s = new HashSet();

Sequence (2):

s = new HashSet();

s.add(1);

Sequence (3):

s = new HashSet();

t = new HashSet();

t.add(1);

s.contains(2);

. . .
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previous state machine, and extend it with the information needed to

determine whether calls execute correctly
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Test Case Execution

■ To construct the state machine for test case execution we reuse the

previous state machine, and extend it with the information needed to

determine whether calls execute correctly

■ During test execution we keep a state

State : HashSet → set of integers added to the HashSet

■ Modified function for computing next test execution state:

next_state(State,Var,Call) ->

case Call of

{call,java,new,_} ->

[{Var,sets:new()}|State];

{call,java,call,[Set,add,Elem]} ->

{_,ESet} = lists:keyfind(Set, 1, State),

NewESet = sets:add_element(Elem,ESet),

lists:keyreplace(Set, 1, State, {Set,NewESet});

_ ->

State

end.



Checking Java Calls

■ We have to determine, for each call, whether the call executed correctly

or failed

■ What is failure?

◆ Returning the wrong value

◆ Generating an exception



Checking Java Calls

Concretely, we have to provide a function

postcondition(State,Call,Result) that

■ given a test execution state State,

■ and a call Call,

■ and the result of the call Result

returns true if the call executed correctly and false if not:



Checking Java Calls

Concretely, we have to provide a function

postcondition(State,Call,Result) that

■ given a test execution state State,

■ and a call Call,

■ and the result of the call Result

returns true if the call executed correctly and false if not:

postcondition(State,Call,Result) ->

case Call of

{call,java,call,[Set,contains,Elem]} ->

{_,ESet} = lists:keyfind(Set,1,State),

Result==sets:is_element(Elem,ESet);

_ ->

true

end.



Checking Java Code

■ We are done!

■ QuickCheck can now both generate random test sequences and check

that they execute correctly



Summary and Conclusions

■ Approach works: we have been using it to determine the functional

correctness of Java programs during a couple of years in the AED course

■ Not many limitations regarding what Java code is checkable

(except when new classes needs to be created)

■ Development time for models (state machines) is reasonable: for small

exercises small, for larger exercises larger, but scales pretty well

■ Usual problem: when a program fails a test property the cause is in

roughly 50% of the cases a real bug in the program tested, and in 50% of

the cases the cause is a bug in the test property itself.

■ Correct grading takes into account other factors too, not just functional

correctness



Evaluation result 1: a ranking of the students

A grading of the students:



Evaluation results #2: demonstrate errors

A failing test case for a student:

Student 090232: next: no exception expected --

exception ’MissingTransitionException’ returned

Failing test:

{set,{var,2},{call,java,new,[{call,md,node_id,[]},’automata.DFA’,[]]}}

=> {object,1,57678}

{set,{var,4},

{call,java,new,[{call,md,node_id,[]},’automata.State’,[false]]}}

=> void

{set,{var,8},{call,java,call,[{var,2},addState,[{var,4}]]}}

=> void

{set,{var,16},{call,md,addTransition,[{var,2},{var,4},a,{var,4}]}}

=> void

{set,{var,18},{call,java,call,[{var,2},setInitialState,[{var,4}]]}}

=> {java_exception,{object,10,57678}}



QuickCheck State Machine model

We have to provide the following functions:

■ Generate tests:

◆ command – generates a test

◆ precondition – checks a test is “reasonable”

◆ next_state – computes the next state for a test

■ Interprete test outcome:

◆ next_state – computes the next state in a test run

◆ postcondition – checks that the return value of a call matches the

expected value
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